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froM the executIVe DIrector

year two—We settle In
With the addition of the Illinois State Archaeological Survey (ISAS) to the Institute of Natural 
Resource Sustainability (INRS) in February of 2010, the collective missions of the State Scien-
tific Surveys expanded beyond our traditional role in supporting stewardship of the natural 
resources of Illinois to stewardship of its rich cultural resources as well. The addition of ISAS, 
largely funded by the Illinois Department of Transportation, consolidates our $11.8 M (mil-
lion) role in carrying out biological, geological, and archaeological research associated with 
transportation projects.

As you can see from the fiscal data in this report, the Surveys continue to thrive at the Uni-
versity of Illinois. But those numbers tell only part of the story that is unfolding as the merger 
between the Surveys and the University matures. With a separate funding line appropriated 
by the legislature to ensure the Surveys core funding to carry out our statutory mandates, the 
Institute has so far weathered the financial storm that affects all state-based budgets.

It is increasingly obvious from observing national trends and from comments made by senior 
administrators on campus that the fundamental roles of public higher education institutions 
are in flux. Primary among the many questions regarding the future of these institutions is, 
what are the incentives for students to bear the ever-increasing costs of being physically on 
campus, particularly with the growth of much less expensive online education?

One of the answers to that question is that research universities, like the University of Illinois, 
provide abundant opportunities for students to gain "real world" research and employment 
experiences. The four large institutes on the Urbana-Champaign campus, INRS perhaps 
foremost among them, provide unique translational research opportunities. INRS employs 
upwards of 400 students at the height of the summer field season. Having such an experience 
detailed on a graduate’s CV is an important plus for employers evaluating a graduate’s uni-
versity record. Thus, I intend to continue to emphasize the important role that the Institute 
increasingly plays in enriching the educational experience of University of Illinois under-
graduate and graduate students on campus.

The Institute continues to yield substantial benefits for the state’s environment, economy, and 
the health and welfare of its citizens. While the Surveys that make up the Institute are known 
for their scientific expertise and service, they are also a powerful economic asset for the state. 
In FY2010, the Institute leveraged its $16 M state appropriation to secure an additional $52 M 
in other funds. These funds support research and service that in turn help create, attract, or 
support billions of dollars of economic activity for the state.

Major projects are described in the pages that follow, but a few have such national and inter-
national significance that I would like to recognize them here. As you may know, the Illinois 
State Geological Survey (ISGS) chose the sites that Illinois put forward to attract the original 
FutureGen project. In addition, they provided the geological expertise that became an integral 
part of the successful proposal. In August, the original proposal was restructured, and an exist-
ing power plant in Meredosia, Illinois, was chosen to be the site of a facility that would burn 
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coal in an oxygen atmosphere to produce a nearly pure carbon dioxide 
(CO2) exhaust stream, to be geologically sequestered at an as-yet-to-be-
named site. The Advanced Energy Technology Initiative of the ISGS 
has been tasked with playing the major role in evaluating and choosing 
pipeline routes and one carbon sequestration site from among several 
volunteered for this $1.8 B, first-of-its-kind energy project.

The Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS) continues to play a piv-
otal role in the Asian Carp saga. Suggestions that the locks on the 
waterways that connect Lake Michigan and the Illinois River be 
closed to prevent the carp from entering the lake have billions of dol-
lars in economic consequences, so both INHS and the Illinois State 
Water Survey (ISWS), with their rich archives of data and research, 
play significant roles in the analysis of options. 

Finally, ISAS has been charged with excavating and documenting 
one of the largest prehistoric cities in the New World, which is about 
to be bisected by the footings of a new bridge and roadway across the 
Mississippi River at St. Louis. The scope of the excavations and their 
significance for understanding Native American culture and history 
are probably unparalleled in North America.

This year, the Institute hired Manohar Kulkarni as Director of the 
Illinois Sustainable Technology Center (ISTC). Dr. Kulkarni previ-
ously chaired the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of North Dakota. Also, Don McKay was named Direc-
tor of the ISGS. Dr. McKay had served as Interim Director since July 
2008 and as Chief Scientist since 2000.

As I report on our second year as a University of Illinois unit, I am 
very optimistic about the Surveys’ prospects and about the increas-
ingly important role we are playing in the lives of Illinoisans and in 
the educational experience of their children. I hope that you can see 
also from this brief report our role in contributing to the solutions of 
societal issues that reverberate far beyond Illinois.

 
 
 
 
William W. Shilts, Ph.D.
Executive Director
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Projects hIghlIght Value of InstItute’s Work across IllInoIs

carbon capture and storage
Eighteen scientists in the Illinois State Geo-
logical Survey’s (ISGS) Advanced Energy 
Technology Initiative (AETI) are leading 
over $200 million in carbon capture and 
storage (CCS) research and demonstration 
projects. Storing carbon dioxide (CO₂) emis-
sions associated with industrial, biofuel, and 
energy production has enormous potential 
for addressing climate change. It also presents 
a strategy to use Illinois’ estimated 96 billion 
tons of minable coal with reduced environ-
mental impacts.

For more than nine years, the AETI has 
investigated the geology and sequestration 
potential of the Mt. Simon Sandstone, which 
underlies most of Illinois. The Mt. Simon’s 
favorable geological characteristics, combined 
with AETI’s research experience, give Illi-
nois a world-leading role in developing CCS 
strategies. Our work has put Illinois at the 
forefront of the nation’s clean energy future. 

AETI leads the ongoing Illinois Basin-Decatur 
Project, a demonstration carbon sequestration 
test site at the Archer Daniels Midland Com-
pany (ADM) ethanol plant in Decatur. ISGS 
is the lead technical partner in the project, 
funded by an $84.4 million U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE) grant. This year, a 7,230-foot-
deep injection well was completed, a baseline 
3-D seismic survey was collected, and a deep 
observation well was drilled and cased.

The first CO₂ injections are expected in April 
2011. One million metric tons of CO₂ will be 

injected over three years. This project will 
have implications for the design and devel-
opment of power plants and ethanol plants 
across the state and throughout the Midwest.

AETI research on the Mt. Simon Sandstone 
and the Decatur project are benefiting similar 
projects. In June, ADM was awarded a $99.2 
million U.S. DOE grant for an industrial CCS 
project to capture and store an additional 
half million tons of CO₂ annually from the 
company’s ethanol facility in Decatur. AETI 
will provide technical expertise and is a part-
ner in this project. Though not the ultimate 
goal of the project, this second sequestra-
tion site will provide the first opportunity 
in the world to study the interaction of two 
industrial-scale CO₂ plumes derived from 
injection wells about a mile apart.

ISGS scientific expertise and data were criti-
cal to the decision to site the FutureGen clean 
coal project in Illinois in 2007. At the time of 
this report, the U.S. Department of Energy is 
pursuing plans to construct the $1.8 billion 
FutureGen 2.0 project, which will also rely 
on ISGS technical support. 

Illinois coal
Coal has the potential to play a substantial 
role in fueling the state’s present economic 
recovery, and to remain an economic pillar 
in future years. 

The advent of CCS has brightened the long-
term economic outlook for Illinois’ coal 
industry. Reversing a 20-year trend, coal 

Knowledge and informed management of our state’s vast natural and 
cultural resources are vital to the health, welfare, and quality of life of 
every Illinois citizen. Every day, INRS research and expertise are used by 
state and local government, industry, and citizens to support economic 
development and natural and cultural resource management decisions. 
Our work addresses energy, water, transportation, manufacturing, agricultural, environmental, climate 
change, and natural hazard issues affecting rural as well as metropolitan areas. The combination of five 
applied science research organizations within an institute of a major research university provides the state 
and the University with an advantage and an opportunity. INRS is a unique source of applied research, 
expertise, and data, providing a sound basis for independent scientific analysis and decision-making. 

investment and production are increasing, 
partially as a result of the more favorable 
geological conditions for mining coal in Illi-
nois compared to other nearby coal fields. 
ISGS scientists support this economic activ-
ity by placing raw data, coal resource maps, 
and the entire catalog of coal-related ISGS 
publications online for free. 

Mercury emissions
Controlling mercury in coal-fired power plant 
emissions continues to be costly. ISGS and the 
Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
have developed and successfully demon-
strated a new sorbent activation process that 
can cut these costs in half. EPRI estimates 
potential savings for the power generation 
industry could exceed $500 million per year.

Ameren and ISGS engineers demonstrated the 
process, a technology that uses on-site coal to 
produce activated carbon for direct injection 
into flue gas for mercury control in one of 
Ameren’s power plants. The U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency is developing national 
standards for mercury at coal- and oil-fired 
plants, and many states have called for the 
reduction of mercury emissions as well.

opposite, clockwise from top-left: ISAS archae-
ologists conduct field excavations in Hancock 
County; ecologists Greg Sass and Matt o’Hara 
monitor Asian carp on the Illinois River; ISWS 
researcher Kristy Vicari measures the flow of 
poplar Creek, a tributary to the Fox River; Geolo-
gist John nelson takes notes at a coal surface 
mine in southern Illinois.
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advisories for chlordane, mercury, and PCBs. 
The current study will measure concentra-
tions of nine contaminants from a larger 
number of silver and bighead carp specimens 
from four locations on the Illinois River. 

new Mississippi river bridge
Considered vital to the St. Louis region’s eco-
nomic growth, the $670 million Mississippi 
River Bridge project will alleviate congestion 
on the Poplar Street Bridge, which now car-
ries Interstates 55, 64, and 70. As required 
by federal law, the Institute’s Illinois State 
Archaeological Survey (ISAS) began con-
ducting preliminary surveys of bridge 
impact areas during the mid-1990s and is 
now deep into a multi-year effort to excavate 
archaeological sites in the Metro East area.

The touchdown area of the bridge in Illinois 
was formerly the location of a Mississippian 
period monumental site, the East St. Louis 
Mound Group. In the twelfth century A.D., 
this site was second only to Cahokia as the 
largest mound group in North America. One 
highlight of the excavation is the discovery 
of a 2-inch-tall red stone figurine depicting 
a kneeling female holding a shell cup. It is a 
rare and unique piece that helps us to inter-
pret early Cahokian religion. 

The East St. Louis Mound Group was lev-
eled by nineteenth century industrial 
development including one of the largest 
meat-packing centers in the world, which 
is currently part of a decaying urban land-
scape. Yet underneath the modern rubble, 
ISAS archaeologists found virtually intact 
remains of a large Mississippian residential 
neighborhood occupied during the elev-
enth and twelfth centuries. More than 200 
structures have been uncovered to date. This 
ongoing excavation is a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to explore a large section of one 
of the great early native towns of Illinois and 
to preserve Illinois’ earliest history for gen-
erations to come.

northeastern Illinois Water supply
The Institute’s Illinois State Water Survey 
(ISWS) scientists are providing a sound 
scientific foundation for how the highly-
populated region of northeastern Illinois 
plans for future water supply. Providing an 
adequate supply of water to northeastern 
Illinois has obvious economic and environ-
mental value, touching not only the lives and 
businesses of the region but also those across 
the Midwest and beyond.

asian carp
The Institute’s Illinois Natural History 
Survey (INHS), with the support of part-
ners in the Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, has been 
instrumental in documenting the advance of 
Asian carp (silver carp and bighead carp) up 
the Mississippi River, into the Illinois River, 
and upstream toward Lake Michigan. INHS 
scientists have also studied the effectiveness 
of electric barriers and bubble curtains in 
halting the advance of these invasive species.

With new sources of support from federal 
and state partners, current studies by INHS 
scientists will help guide management efforts 
designed to prevent the spread of Asian carp 
into the Great Lakes, and may help formulate 
effective control strategies in the Mississippi 
River basin. The results of this research will 
affect the $7 billion Great Lakes fishery and 
$500 million per year river-based transpor-
tation industries as well as Illinois natural 
and agricultural resources.

A team of scientists from INHS will be 
expanding sampling efforts and exploring 
new methods to detect and capture Asian 
carp in the Illinois River and the Chicago 
area waterways system where carp popula-
tion levels are low. Data collected will be 
used to identify relationships among produc-
tivity, zooplankton abundance, and Asian 
carp densities, which will provide informa-
tion on foraging ecology and habitat use and 
help managers target areas where Asian carp 
are most likely to occur. The study will help 
determine appropriate levels of sampling 
and improve monitoring programs. Larval 
fish sampling will be used to assess the tim-
ing and location of Asian carp reproduction 
in the Illinois River, and may prove to be an 
early detection method. New studies will 
also evaluate the eDNA method to determine 
its effectiveness as an early warning tool. 

Researchers will also study contaminants in 
Asian carp to better assess the risks associ-
ated with its potential use as a commercial 
protein source. A 2005 INHS pilot study 
determined that elevated mercury concen-
trations are present in some individuals of 
both species which could trigger consump-
tion alerts. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 
were detected in a few fish but at concentra-
tions well below the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration’s action level. Currently, 
the State of Illinois issues fish consumption 

This 11-county region uses nearly 1.5 billion 
gallons of water each day (bgd), according to 
an Illinois Department of Natural Resources-
commissioned analysis. By 2050, that amount 
could rise to 2.4 bgd. The region depends on 
three principal water sources: Lake Michigan, 
the Fox and Kankakee Rivers, and ground-
water. Over the past four years, the ISWS 
and ISGS have assessed the availability of 
these water resources to meet future water 
demands, with an emphasis on the Fox River 
and the principal aquifers of the region. 

A regional groundwater flow model devel-
oped by ISWS hydrologists shows that deep 
bedrock aquifers are already being over-
pumped along a corridor between Aurora 
and Joliet. As groundwater levels drop, well 
yields will decrease and water quality will 
likely degrade. Where can affected commu-
nities turn for water?

Greater use of shallow aquifers is possible, but 
shallow aquifers are not available everywhere 
in the region. Also, because shallow aquifers 
are more intimately connected to surface 
waters, increasing withdrawals will poten-
tially affect wetlands and stream flows and 
thus affect dependent aquatic ecosystems. 
Shallow groundwater also is more vulnerable 
to contamination. ISWS studies reveal a trend 
in shallow groundwater of increasing chlo-
ride levels, a result of winter road de-icing.

ISWS modeling of the Fox River suggests 
that the river can provide additional water 
for the region. Flows on the Fox continue 
to increase as more treated effluent is dis-
charged to the river. ISWS investigations 
show the river could be tapped to meet 
downstream demand while also meeting 
low-flow requirements to protect wildlife. 
Similar water resource planning efforts by 
ISWS are underway in east-central Illinois 
and the Kaskaskia River Basin.

technical assistance
Scientists throughout the Institute pro-
vide technical assistance to every sector of 
society. Engineers at the Institute’s Illinois 
Sustainable Technology Center (ISTC) help 
manufacturers and organizations become 
more sustainable through pollution preven-
tion, energy efficiency, water purification, 
water use reduction, and innovative tech-
nologies. The staff works with more than 100 
clients each year, having helped 36 organiza-
tions to reduce or recycle two million pounds 
of waste annually between 2006 and 2008, 
and up to ten million pounds per year over 
the long term. Those same organizations 
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Clockwise from top-left: This kneeling figurine 
was unearthed during Mississippi River Bridge 
2009 excavations; IStC helps businesses imple-
ment practices to reduce energy consumption; 
Invasive Asian Carp are abundant in the Illinois 
River; An ISWS regional groundwater flow model 
projects 2050 withdrawals from shallow sand 
and gravel wells, shallow bedrock wells, and 
deep wells in northeastern Illinois.

saved 2.8 million gallons of water annually 
and 119.4 million kilowatt hours (kWh) per 
year of electricity and, with full implementa-
tion, will save 13.9 million gallons of water 
annually and 597 million kWh per year. 
These reductions translate into millions 
of dollars in savings. The overall goal is to 
reduce or eliminate all forms of waste and 
pollution at the source.

ISTC conducts business sustainability work-
shops at community colleges and collaborates 
with organizations such as the Illinois Con-
servation of Resources and Energy (ICORE) 
program, which assists municipalities and 

businesses in southern Illinois. ISTC special-
ists work closely with wastewater treatment 
operators, publicly owned treatment works, 
and other water producers to help achieve 
water and wastewater efficiencies. ISTC staff 
help ICORE identify and implement prac-
tices and technologies that reduce energy 
consumption and greenhouse gas emis-
sions to help make communities greener  
and more sustainable. 

The ICORE program has worked with 13 
water providers, municipalities, and organi-
zations during the past three years. During 
the past year, these organizations saved 

more than 4.5 million gallons of water 
through ISTC recommendations, more than 
3.5 million kWh of electricity, and more 
than $330,000.
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naturally IllInoIs exPo anD outreach PrograMs

left to right: (top) Brooklyn residents gather to hear ISAS archaeologist Joe Galloy; (bottom) the InHS 
traveling Science Center tours the state; Geologist Brandon Curry and young expo visitors examine 
microscopic fossils; A family explores the ISAS touchable collection of faunal bones; (top) Watershed 
specialist John Beardsley discusses stream dynamics with expo visitors; (bottom) IStC helps select 
recipients of the Governor’s Sustainability Award; Geochemist Keith Hackley demonstrates the 
influence of liquid nitrogen on certain gases.

The Institute and its many partners use science and technology to solve 
real-world problems, protect the environment, promote economic 
development, avoid waste, and save money. By definition, this work 
involves active engagement with public and private-sector managers 
and users of natural and cultural resources. In addition, we conduct 
education and outreach programs targeted to specific audiences and 
the public. These programs range from our large and successful annual 
exposition, Naturally Illinois, to workshops, lectures, tours, and classes 
around the state.
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naturally Illinois expo
In March 2009 and again in March 2010, 
Institute scientists invited schoolchildren, 
families, and the public to come see, inter-
act, touch, and experience the wonder of our 
state’s diverse natural and cultural resources 
and cutting-edge sustainable technologies. 
More than 2,300 people attended the 2010 
Expo, which featured nearly 50 exhibits. 

Each year the Expo highlights the Institute’s 
most exciting research and innovative proj-
ects, and offers the public a chance to meet 
and talk with Institute experts on energy, 
water, ecosystems, cultural resource man-
agement, sustainable technology, and more. 
The Expo is entirely planned and staged by 
staff volunteers and supported by donations. 
The 2011 Expo will be held March 11 and 12.

outreach Programs
The two Illinois Natural History Survey 
mobile science centers feature biodiversity 
topics and have reached more than 180,000 
people at 700 sites in Illinois since 2003. In 
2009, new panels were added to highlight the 
importance of Illinois waterways. Continu-
ing education workshops have integrated art, 
writing, and photography to train citizens in 
nature identification and stewardship. Each 

year INHS scientists give presentations to 
more than 17,000 K-12 students, 100 college 
classes, and 100 clubs and organizations. In 
addition, the INHS Outreach Lab creates 
exhibits for nature centers, museums, and 
classrooms across the state.

The Illinois State Archaeological Survey gives 
more than 30 lectures per year to students and 
public organizations and leads tours of ISAS 
collections and project sites. Staff also stage 
exhibits on Illinois archaeology and pro-
vide an artifact identification service for the 
public. On-going outreach efforts include a 
grassroots archaeological and historical pub-
lic engagement project in Brooklyn, near East 
St. Louis, which was the first majority African 
American town in the U.S. to incorporate.

The Illinois State Geological Survey conducts 
four public field trips per year to various sites 
in Illinois, a weekly seminar series, and occa-
sionally hosts large public lectures. Field trip 
destinations were the Garden of the Gods 
area in Shawnee National Forest in Fall 2009 
and Mississippi Palisades State Park in Spring 
2010. Beginning with its centennial in 2005, 
the ISGS held spring open houses, which 
were the precursor to the Naturally Illinois 
Expo. In addition, ISGS scientists conduct 
teacher workshops, provide lectures and 

educational material to classrooms and orga-
nizations, and participate in the regional, 
state, and national Science Olympiad.

The Illinois State Climatologist at the Illi-
nois State Water Survey conducts numerous 
outreach activities, including hosting a blog, 
maintaining an active media presence, and 
giving numerous talks around the state. In 
a typical year, the State Climatologist pro-
vides data to 90 media outlets and nearly 500 
individuals. This office’s website receives 1.5 
million hits per year, 150,000 unique visitors, 
and 34,000 repeat visitors. In addition, ISWS 
staff attend agency and citizen group meet-
ings to provide expertise and advice on water 
resource topics, are technical advisors to the 
Mahomet Aquifer Consortium, and par-
ticipate in the regional, state, and national 
Science Olympiad.

ISTC reaches over 200 businesses a year to 
assist with sustainability, pollution pre-
vention, and efficiency. Other outreach 
activities include the Governor’s Sustainabil-
ity Awards in cooperation with the Office of 
the Governor (2009 winners listed on page 
26), the Sustainability Seminar Series, the 
ISTC Sponsored Research Symposium, and 
“Greening Your Organization” workshops. 
The Sustainable Electronics Initiative also 
has outreach components.
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Brian D. Anderson, phD 
Director

research shows behavior of beetles crucial to transgenic technology
INHS research on insect behavior has helped ensure that transgenic crop technology con-
tinues to pay off for everyone who uses or benefits from it. Transgenic or insect-resistant 
hybrids are the new gold standard for pest management in corn, an annual $7.5 billion crop 
in Illinois. Unlike broad-spectrum insecticides, transgenic corn targets a few specific pests, 
including the western corn rootworm, the most serious pest of U.S. corn. However, the dura-
bility of transgenic corn is limited if insects develop resistance to the pest-specific toxins 
that give these plants their “punch.” To delay resistance, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency mandates that farmers set aside a small portion of each field as a non-transgenic ref-
uge, an area where susceptible pests can develop without exposure to the toxin. Susceptible 
rootworm beetles are expected to move into adjacent transgenic corn and mate with resis-
tant beetles that survive exposure to the toxin. Intermating between these beetles effectively 
dilutes the impact of resistance. 

Transgenic crop technology relies on an intimate knowledge of pest ecology to design and 
situate refuges that promote desirable pest behavior. However, a consequence of the rapid 
adoption of rootworm-resistant transgenic corn is a lack of data about small-scale movements 
and mate-finding behaviors that are fundamental to preventing resistance using refuges. The 
INHS approach to studying whether a refuge functions in a sustainable way focuses on let-
ting the beetles tell their own story. Throughout the summer, a small army of undergraduates 
observes and collects beetles moving and mating within refuge and transgenic corn. Analyses 
of the insects and their activity are used to compare the consequences of different refuge con-
figurations on rates of beetle movement, mating, and egg-laying. Increasingly, poor grower 
compliance with refuge requirements is actually pushing the system toward a product in 
which the proper percentage of refuge seed is blended in the bag with the transgenic seed. 
Not only does a “refuge in the bag” system ensure compliance, but the INHS results show 
that it promotes mixing of male and female beetles at the right time in the right place. Paying 

IllInoIs natural hIstory surVey

Mission: To investigate and document the biological resources of 
Illinois and other areas, and to acquire and provide natural history 
information that can be used to promote the common under-
standing, conservation, and management of these resources.

the InHS has provided information on Illinois’ 
plants, animals, prairies, savannas, wood-
lands, forests, and agricultural lands, and their 
ecological interactions, for more than 150 
years. We deliver this information to federal, 
state, and municipal agencies that manage 
Illinois’ biotic resources. Agricultural, envi-
ronmental, hunting, fishing, and other groups 
also use our information. Fishing, hunting, 
and wildlife-associated recreation is a $2.4 
billion industry in Illinois which depends on the 
quality of our natural environment. InHS data 
are used to comply with regulations, prioritize 
natural resource investments, and respond to 
environmental threats such as human disease 
vectors, agricultural pests, invasive species, 
and climate change. InHS scientists routinely 
attract $4 for every state dollar invested which 
provide jobs as well as financial support for 
graduate students. Beyond all the research, 
our scientists actively educate the citizens of 
Illinois about the natural world around us. the 
return on that investment has and will continue 
to accrue over generations.
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attention to what really happens in cornfields is the logical way to 
ensure that transgenic crop technology is sustainable.

research Measures Prairie restoration as a carbon sink
INHS researchers have found that prairie restoration of agricultural 
lands may provide significant below-ground carbon sequestration 
that reduces CO2 concentrations linked to global climate change. 
Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie in Wilmington, Illinois, the larg-
est prairie restoration east of the Mississippi River, provided a unique 
opportunity to investigate prairie restoration as a carbon sink. 
Researchers found that conversion of row-crop lands to both pasture 
and newly restored prairie almost doubled, on average, the below-
ground stock of carbon. Remnant prairie soils contained about three 
times the carbon stocks as row crop soils. 

While the effectiveness of prairie restoration to offset climate change 
should not be overstated, it will contribute in the short term. More 
significantly, the results highlight the great benefits of maintaining 
intact native ecosystems. In fact, worldwide, native ecosystems distur-
bance releases from 40 to 60 percent of stored, underground carbon 
to the atmosphere. The INHS research provides a strong incentive for 
conservation and maintenance of native ecosystems worldwide.

long-term fish Monitoring Program expanded
In 2010, INHS expanded the Long-Term Illinois River Fish Popula-
tion Monitoring Project, also known as the Long-Term Electrofishing 
program (LTEF), to include Illinois portions of the Mississippi, Ohio, 
and Wabash rivers. Standardized fish community sampling of the 
Illinois River has been conducted since 1957 to evaluate human 
influences on annual fish population trends. The longevity of this 
program has made the LTEF one of the premier riverine fish com-
munity evaluations in the country.

New directives for the LTEF program call for the specific monitoring 
of invasive Asian carp in all four rivers and near the aquatic nuisance 
species dispersal barriers in the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, as 

Bottom from left: undergraduate tommy parkhill prepares a mating root-
worm sample for storage; This orange-spotted sunfish was collected dur-
ing lteF sampling; Restored prairies store carbon at about twice the rate of 
row crops; ecologist thad Cook records length and weight information from 
a bluegill collected during lteF sampling; Graduate student Sarah Hughson 
gathers corn rootworm beetles.

well as monitoring the fish community within main channel habi-
tats of the Mississippi River. The expanded program uses the same 
protocols as the Long-Term Resource Monitoring Program on the 
Upper Mississippi River System to allow for comparability over broad 
spatial scales. The expanded LTEF also incorporates several specific 
directives outside of the base monitoring program, which allow for 
graduate student participation from the University of Illinois and 
Eastern Illinois University.

Historically, the program has provided a wealth of information 
for scientists and managers along the Illinois River. Relative abun-
dances, relative biomass, and species diversity assessments provide 
the records necessary to document fish community improvements in 
conjunction with improved water quality in the Illinois River.

With support from the Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration program 
and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, the expanded 
program will enhance river fish knowledge on a much broader scale 
within the state and increase the amount of scientific information 
available to scientists and managers beyond Illinois borders.
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It has been nine months since the creation of 
the Illinois State Archaeological Survey within 
the Institute–an exciting new beginning for a 
half-century-old program. ISAS researchers 
provide archaeological expertise to the Illinois 
Department of transportation that enables  
$2.5 billion (plus $1 billion in American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds) in 
road, rail, and airport projects to move toward 
construction. Survey archaeologists con-
tinue one of the largest excavations in north 
America at a 1,000-year-old ceremonial center 
ahead of construction of a vital $670 million 
Mississippi River Bridge at east St. louis. We 
have launched an initiative with the Illinois 
Historic preservation Agency to systematically 
re-inventory the state’s 9,000+ mound sites 
utilizing ISGS’s liDAR topographic data to aid 
planners and developers. Survey researchers 
continue their statewide efforts to educate 
Illinois citizens about the state’s rich past.

Isas contributes to Improvements in tribal consultation and notification
ISAS played a significant role in a follow-up tribal consultation workshop in July 2009, which 
resulted in two significant improvements. A Memorandum of Understanding to guide tribal 
consultation in Illinois was developed and is currently being finalized as part of the compli-
ance process of the National Historic Preservation Act. ISAS staff provided organizational 
and logistical support for the workshop and invited more than two dozen tribes. Participants 
included representatives from nine tribes: Absentee Shawnee, Ho-Chunk, Iowa (of Kansas 
and Nebraska), Kaw, Kickapoo (of Kansas), Osage, Ponca, Pokagon Band-Potawatomi, and 
Sac-Fox (of Oklahoma) as well as staff from ISAS, Illinois Department of Transportation 
(IDOT), Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Illinois State Historic Preservation 
Office, and the Illinois State Museum.

While IDOT and FHWA have actively consulted on transportation projects over the past 
decade with federally recognized tribes, including the Illinois (Peoria), Ho-Chunk, Kicka-
poo, Potawatomi, and others that ceded lands in Illinois to the federal government nearly two 
centuries ago, there are a number of tribes that did not historically cede lands who believe 
they have ancestral connections to the state. The 2009 workshop and one in 2008 were held to 
address issues of interest to these tribes.

Another product of the tribal consultation workshop is the creation of a computerized Project 
Notification System (PNS). The PNS, created by ISAS for IDOT and FHWA with technical 
assistance from the University of Illinois, has become a key component of the consultation 
process in Illinois. The system is a Web-based, interactive method of communicating with the 
tribes to provide project information as soon as it is available to IDOT engineers and allow 
tribe members to immediately transmit any concerns to IDOT. 

The PNS was used in 2009 to post more than 250 IDOT projects. The PNS is now accepted as the 
standard method of project notification, and it has proven to be an extremely effective means of 
tribal consultation, attracting the attention of Departments of Transportation across the U.S. 

IllInoIs state archaeologIcal surVey

Mission: To investigate, preserve and interpret the archaeologi-
cal heritage of Illinois within the contexts of long-term public 
needs and sustainable economic development through its scien-
tific research, public service, education, and outreach activities. 
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It was recognized by the FHWA in their 2010 selection for Exemplary 
Human Environment Initiatives which recognize outstanding exam-
ples of transportation projects that either create or improve conditions 
for human activities while protecting the natural environment.

Isas begins statewide re-Inventory of burial sites
To better manage the sensitive resources of burial mounds and cem-
eteries, ISAS, in cooperation with the Illinois Historic Preservation 
Agency and at the direction of IDOT, has undertaken a systematic 
re-inventory of all burial sites within areas affected by transportation 
projects. Illinois has more than 58,000 reported archaeological sites 
containing 9,000+ prehistoric earthen mounds. Most Illinois mound 
sites were reported in the 1930s and 1940s and have not been revis-
ited. With continued suburban and industrial expansion into less 
developed regions, ISAS staff often encounter early mound and burial 
sites as well as pioneer cemeteries while conducting surveys for new 
transportation network projects.

To increase the accuracy and ease of this process, staff now have 
access through the ISGS to new LiDAR images that provide highly 
accurate topographic data. Mounds are protected by state law, so 
their location and condition are valuable to both the preservationist 
and development communities.

As part of the new tribal consultation process, when feasible, native 
mortuary sites located within two miles of IDOT projects are revis-
ited to ensure that the sites will not be affected by IDOT projects, that 
their locations are correctly reported, and that their current condi-
tion is documented. 

To preserve mound groups in northwestern and western Illinois, ISAS 
staff have engaged in volunteer partnerships with groups such as the 
Quincy Park District, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, 
and the Jo Daviess Conservation Foundation. Staff provide profes-
sional expertise and field assistance, and help in promotion and 
acquisition activities. Volunteer partnerships helped bring several 
privately owned mound sites into public ownership.

Bottom from left: ISAS staff measure a mound near Quincy; Student worker 
Regena Pauketat catalogs artifacts; A carved shell with human effigy is 
part of the Cahokia collections; tribal consultation workshop participants 
return from the top of Monks Mound; An Illinois tribal Consultation Work-
shop facilitator thanks a participant.

grant Increases accessibility of World-famous artifacts
ISAS made progress in 2009 on increasing the visibility and acces-
sibility of its Cahokia archaeological collections to the general public 
and scientific researchers as well as on re-housing those collections 
according to modern museum standards. A new website will contain 
descriptions of archived field notes and photos as well as thumbnail 
photographs of notable artifacts. This effort serves to make these 
world-famous artifacts and collections once hidden in “back rooms” 
accessible to a wide spectrum of society. 

ISAS received a $111,000 multi-year grant in 2008 from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities to help catalog and re-house its 
Cahokia collections, approximately 550 boxes of artifacts. Cahokia, 
the largest archaeological site north of Mexico, has worldwide impor-
tance and is widely acclaimed by its recognition as a United Nations 
World Heritage site, acknowledgement on the National Register of 
Historic Places, and as a National Historic Landmark. 

The University of Illinois has been involved in Cahokia archaeology 
since the 1920s, and excavations have produced the collections that 
are now curated at ISAS. The collection sources include (1) privately 
and U of I-funded excavations in the 1920s through 1930s to either 
conduct research investigations (“expeditions”) or to rescue the con-
text and artifacts from mounds being destroyed; (2) archaeological 
field schools; and (3) highway salvage excavations undertaken in the 
1960s–1980s as part of IDOT construction projects. These irreplace-
able collections are from mounds, plazas, and habitation areas, many 
of which have been destroyed by modern development, and include 
many unique artifacts.
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Director

Research, mapping, and technical assistance 
provided by the ISGS supports primary sectors 
of Illinois’ economy, including mineral, stone, 
and aggregate production ($1.22 billion), coal 
mining ($1.04 billion), and petroleum production 
($0.6 billion). Recently, ISGS carbon sequestra-
tion projects have attracted nearly $100 million 
in federal funding and leveraged private-sector 
funds. ISGS expertise and data were critical 
to siting the FutureGen project in Illinois. At 
the time of this report, the u.S. Department 
of energy is pursuing construction of the $1.8 
billion FutureGen 2.0 project which will also 
rely on ISGS technical support. our geologic 
maps, which benefit the state up to $39 for 
every dollar invested, are used for land-use 
and development decisions, yielding savings 
through prevention of environmental damage 
and mitigation of natural hazards. Recent tech-
nical collaboration with utilities led to develop-
ment of a new process for capturing mercury 
in coal-fired power plant emissions that could 
save utilities in Illinois an estimated $5 million 
each year and benefit rate payers.

Isgs exploration seeks to ease rare earth elements shortage
Through cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey, the ISGS has been exploring the Illi-
nois-Kentucky Fluorite District in southern Illinois for a potential new source of rare earth 
elements (REE). The United States currently imports more than 90 percent of REEs from 
China, and China has recently reported that it will decrease its world-wide export of REEs 
in 2011 by 40 percent. According to a 2010 U.S. General Accountability Office report, the 
tight supply of REEs has already created some disruption and military weapons systems 
production delays.

Preliminary results of the ISGS work indicate that REEs may be concentrated in Permian Age 
igneous breccia pipes and diatremes that underlie the Illinois-Kentucky Fluorite District; a 
serious effort by commercial enterprises is underway to develop this resource.

Rare earth elements, 17 chemical elements found in rocks, are becoming in short supply 
because of their low natural concentrations and their increasing use in high tech industries. 
REEs are essential in magnetic refrigeration, high-temperature superconductivity, safe stor-
age and transport of hydrogen, and the manufacture of lasers, magnets, and batteries. REEs 
are also used for military purposes and in precision-guided munitions that rely on permanent 
rare earth magnets that have unique properties, such as the ability to resist demagnetization 
at very high temperatures. 

Isgs helps central u.s. Prepare for Major earthquakes
The ISGS coordinated the efforts of eight central U.S. state geological surveys to produce 
maps showing surface soils’ abilities to amplify earthquake ground motions and also their 
susceptibility to earthquake-induced liquefaction. These maps were used by the Mid-America 
Earthquake Center (U of I), under contract to the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA), to estimate the catastrophic impacts in eight states of a repeat of the 1811–1812 New 
Madrid earthquakes, the largest historic earthquakes in the lower 48 states. They are also being 
used by state and county emergency managers to develop and coordinate response plans. 

IllInoIs state geologIcal surVey

Mission: To provide the citizens and institutions of Illinois with 
earth science research and information that are accurate, objec-
tive, and relevant to our State’s environmental quality, economic 
prosperity, and public safety.
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In particular, these maps are being used to develop scenarios for the 
nation’s first national-level exercise based on a catastrophic disaster 
such as New Madrid. The exercise will be conducted in May 2011, 
and will test the response to catastrophic earthquakes in the eight 
potentially impacted states. In addition to the maps, the ISGS is 
working with representatives of FEMA and state emergency man-
agers to develop components of the exercise. For several years, state 
geological surveys in the central U.S. have been preparing for the 
bicentennial of the 1811–1812 New Madrid earthquakes, as well as 
the first national-level exercise.

As part of the exercise, the ISGS is coordinating its earthquake 
response plans with the U.S. Geological Survey and state emergency 
managers. Earthquake information and potential impacts will be 
presented to federal, state, county, and city emergency managers and 
various volunteer groups throughout the region. The multi-year effort 
is designed to provide this region with background information, 
improved plans, and coordination across many agencies to respond 
to a disaster. This includes those who reside beyond the direct impact 
area, as they would be able to provide valuable assistance.

Visualization Lab Expands Understanding of Sequestration 
Project Geology
ISGS’s new Earth Systems Visualization Laboratory provides an 
unprecedented interpretation opportunity for new 2-D and 3-D seis-
mic reflection data and a 3-D vertical seismic profile of the Illinois 
Basin-Decatur sequestration project area geology. Gaining a better 
understanding of subsurface geology prior to injection of CO2 allows 
researchers to confirm site quality, predict target CO2 injection inter-
vals, and evaluate the distribution of the subsurface CO2 plume. The 
Advanced Energy Technology Initiative of the ISGS is leading this 
world-class project for reducing carbon dioxide emissions, which 
have been linked to global climate change. 

The Visualization Lab uses a 14- by 8-foot screen and specialized 
software to provide realistic three-dimensional views of subsurface 

Bottom from left: The Visualization Lab enables groups of scientists to col-
laborate; Preliminary geochemical analyses from the Karbers Ridge Quad-
rangle use inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-
AES) to measure rare earth elements; An explosion breccia or diatreme 
sample shows elevated concentrations of light rare earth elements; A soil 
amplification map shows variable earthquake severity.

borehole data, geophysical records, and geologic units. It allowed 
team members from the ISGS and Schlumberger Carbon Services 
to collaborate and openly discuss the geology of the Illinois Basin-
Decatur project site. Interpretation of seismic reflection data, which 
are often very complex, is best accomplished as a collaborative effort 
by groups of individual experts. Without the use of the Visualization 
Laboratory, the data would have been difficult to view and analyze 
since regular computer monitors limit effective viewing and analysis 
to two individuals.

Current research involves interpreting seismic reflection data in 
terms of geologic variables that describe reservoir geometry and 
quality. Calculated attributes derived from the seismic data show the 
variation in reservoir geometry and quality across the injection proj-
ect area and were used to help select the location of a verification well 
at the Decatur sequestration site.
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IsWs completes cache river Modeling and analysis
This year, ISWS completed the second phase of modeling and analysis for restoration alterna-
tives for the Cache River basin. The Cache River Wetlands Joint Venture Partnership now has 
the information and objective analyses needed to formulate restoration management plans 
and pursue funding to accomplish restoration goals based on detailed scientific results. The 
Partnership includes the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, The Nature Conservancy, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ducks Unlimited, the Natural Resources Conservation Ser-
vice, and several local organizations. 

The Cache River basin is located in the extreme southern tip of Illinois near the confluence 
of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. Because of its unique location at the junction of major riv-
ers and physiographic regions, the basin exhibits some of the most diverse natural wetland 
communities in the state with many plant and animal species on the edge of their geographic 
range. Some communities are relatively undisturbed. However, land use and drainage modi-
fications have threatened the ecological integrity of the wetlands that now contain more than 
100 endangered or threatened species.

For the past 30 years, concerned citizens, nongovernmental organizations, and state and fed-
eral agencies have been collaborating to protect and restore these valuable natural resources. 
The scale and complexity associated with successful restoration, preservation, and manage-
ment resulted in the formation of the Partnership. With the common goal of restoring as 
much of the Cache River system’s natural hydrology as possible, the ISWS was funded to 
develop the necessary hydrologic and hydraulic models to objectively evaluate the benefits 
and potential impacts of proposed restoration alternatives from both ecological and regula-
tory perspectives. ISWS produced detailed models that determined water levels associated 
with various combinations of flow conditions and control structures as compared to a refer-
ence condition to address regulations. 

IllInoIs state Water surVey

Mission: To characterize and evaluate the quality, quantity, and 
use of surface water, groundwater, and atmospheric resources of 
Illinois through basic and applied research; collecting, analyzing, 
archiving, and disseminating objective scientific and engineer-
ing data and information; and providing service, education, and 
outreach programs.

the ISWS has been a leader in the study of 
water and atmospheric resources in Illinois for 
more than a century. today, our scientists are 
engaged in projects throughout the state, from 
the Fox River Watershed in northern Illinois, to 
the Cache River Watershed in southern Illinois. 
In the Chicago region, researchers provide 
data for lake Michigan diversion accounting 
and investigate how the Great lakes affect the 
complex weather of coastal cities. Water supply 
planning, which is vital in light of vigorous popu-
lation growth and urban development, is a major 
commitment for ISWS. our commitment contin-
ues until we develop the scientific information 
for sustainable water resources planning for the 
entire state. Recent efforts focus on north-
eastern Illinois, east-central Illinois, and the 
Kaskaskia River basin. We continue to attract 
strong support from federal agencies for the 
Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping 
program, the Midwest Climate Center, and the 
national Atmospheric Deposition program. It is 
our mission to continue to provide strong leader-
ship in research, information dissemination, and 
outreach to address topics that are important to 
the well-being of Illinois and the nation.
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center research targets severe Weather forecasting near  
lake Michigan
The Center for Atmospheric Science Mesoscale/Boundary Layer 
Meteorology (M/BLM) group has improved the understanding of the 
physical processes that drive Great Lakes climate and helped weather 
forecasters. Large coastal cities such as Chicago have highly complex 
climates. Air masses come from both the nearby land and water, severe 
weather can be generated by the interaction of the two air masses, 
and the urban area itself modifies the atmosphere. With such a large 
population of Illinois affected by this complex weather, increased 
knowledge can have a significant impact on lives and property.

Recent intensive observations by M/BLM staff using instrumented 
aircraft have indicated that methods of incorporating ice cover in 
current numerical model forecasts can systematically underestimate 
lake-effect snow intensity. It is common for northeastern Illinois 
to receive heavy lake-effect snow behind a departing cyclone, as 
the winds can flow toward the west across Lake Michigan, adding 
heat and moisture to the atmosphere. How the bands are organized 
over the lake, which determine the intensity of the snow, and which 
communities are affected also have been extensively investigated 
by M/BLM staff. All of these findings have been shared through 
scientific publications and public presentations, as well as through 
meetings at regional National Weather Service offices.

Forecasts of severe weather conditions during the warm season 
months are perhaps more difficult. M/BLM staff have found that 
the inland movement of the afternoon lake breeze is strongly linked 
to the Chicago heat island intensity the night before, providing the 
possibility for more accurate local forecasts of coastal urban after-
noon temperatures. Staff have been conducting novel climatological 
analyses of thunderstorm system interactions with the lakes as well 
as seeking ways to obtain over-lake observations. With funding from 
the Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program and the U.S. National Science 
Foundation, atmospheric profiles over and near Lake Michigan were 
obtained using a unique, mobile weather balloon system. These data 

Bottom from left: CHAMp staff members train as a team to improve effec-
tiveness; the upper and lower Cache River watersheds contain some 
of the most diverse wetland communities in the state; Many fields were 
flooded in the Main Ditch watershed of the Cache River Basin in March 
2008; Atmospheric scientist David Kristovich launches a Graw radiosonde 
from the lake Michigan Carferry Service’s SS Badger.

should provide an opportunity to develop a more complete model of 
how storms react to moving over the lakes. 

chaMP team Identifies flood hazards
Illinois suffers significant economic and personal losses due to flood-
ing. Because flooding is the most predictable natural hazard, the first 
step to reduce these losses is to accurately show where flooding is 
likely to occur. Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Pro-
gram (CHAMP) staff, in cooperation with the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) and the Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources, Office of Water Resources, have produced updated digital 
maps showing areas prone to flooding in 75 Illinois counties which 
will be finalized by 2012. These Flood Insurance Rate Maps show the 
areas that have a 1 percent chance of inundation in any given year. 
Communities can use these maps to avoid putting citizens at risk by 
steering development away from high flood risk areas. 

The CHAMP team takes the message a step further. Working with 
University of Illinois Extension, the team has provided data for mitiga-
tion planning in four counties. Mitigation plans are the basis for FEMA 
funding for community projects that reduce exposure to flood losses. 
The CHAMP staff will continue to partner with FEMA in the five-year 
Risk MAP program, which includes extensive outreach initiatives on 
a watershed basis. CHAMP staff will collaborate with Extension on 
these outreach efforts to inform the public about flood hazards and 
alternatives for mitigating risk with the ultimate goal of saving lives, 
reducing property loss, and minimizing economic disruption. 

Since 2004, FEMA has provided more than $13 million to the ISWS 
CHAMP program to prepare maps and technical data, creating over 
25 jobs in Illinois.
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biochar Provides source of renewable fuel, soil amendment, and  
carbon sequestration
ISTC researchers are investigating the use of waste biomass to produce biochar to increase 
crop yields and reduce the need for chemical fertilizers. This will potentially benefit agricul-
ture and the environment in Illinois as well as in other countries. Biochar could be important 
in helping increase food supply and improve cropland, especially in areas with depleted soils, 
scarce organic resources, and inadequate water and chemical fertilizer supplies. 

Sustainable biochar is a carbon-enriched material derived from waste biomass such as crop, 
timber and forest residues, and manure. It is made by heating biomass at low temperatures in 
the absence of air (pyrolysis) in a specially designed furnace to drive off volatile gasses, leav-
ing behind carbon or “biochar.” This process can produce a series of clean energy products 
such as bio-oil and syngas along with biochar.

Biochar can be used as a fuel or as a soil amendment. ISTC scientists are currently conducting 
studies on biochar production from a variety of biomass sources and testing its characteristics, 
use as a soil amendment for sustainable agriculture, and potential environmental implications. 
With an Illinois Department of Agriculture grant, scientists are undertaking greenhouse and 
field experiments in collaboration with Illinois Natural History Survey scientists and other 
researchers at the University of Illinois. While biochar is being produced around the world, 
research and development are needed to establish standardized production, improve desired 
traits, and assess the impact of biochar on soil ecology and processes. 

Another potential environmental benefit associated with biochar applied to soil is that it can 
sequester atmospheric carbon. In the natural carbon cycle, plants take up CO2 as they grow, 
and CO2 is emitted rapidly when plants die and decompose—a carbon-neutral cycle. In con-
trast, pyrolysis can potentially lock up this atmospheric carbon as biochar for hundreds of 
years. Considering that CO2 is pulled from air to make biochar, the net process is carbon-
negative. Therefore, biochar is an attractive strategy to reduce atmospheric carbon. Biochar is 
one of several innovative ways that ISTC scientists are exploring to off-set fossil fuel use and 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

It is my pleasure indeed to forward the 
accomplishments of our scientists, faculty 
associates, staff, and students on sustainable 
technology development. Sustainability is 
achieved through activities that satisfy today’s 
needs without diminishing the prospects of 
future generations. IStC scientists focus 
on biofuels, advanced energy technologies, 
e-waste, and engineered materials to pro-
vide economical and innovative yet practical 
solutions to today’s most critical sustainable 
technology needs. the Center has provided 
assistance to Illinois businesses and the public 
since 1985. Since 1987, we have facilitated 
the Governor’s Sustainability Awards in 
cooperation with the Office of the Governor 
to honor organizations across the state for 
their efforts in sustainability and pollution 
prevention. IStC is a catalyst for sustainable 
economic growth through applied research 
and development, demonstration projects, 
and the transfer of innovative solutions.

IllInoIs sustaInable technology center

Manohar R. Kulkarni, phD 
Director

Mission: To conserve natural resources and energy, reduce 
waste, promote pollution prevention, and increase economic 
viability by providing information, research, innovative tech-
nologies, education, and technical assistance.
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sponsored research advances knowledge on key  
sustainability Issues 
ISTC sponsors research projects through a competitive grant program. 
In FY2010, examples of ongoing projects included emerging contami-
nants in Great Lakes fish; antimicrobial products in Illinois rivers; 
effects of denitrifying strategies for farm drainage on mercury levels 
in water; endotoxin detection in industrial environments; stabiliza-
tion of biodiesel fuels; and monitoring and documenting performance 
of stormwater best management practices in the Chicago area. 

Based on its mission, ISTC administers a Sponsored Research Pro-
gram which provides funds to researchers to advance the state of 
knowledge in areas of pollution prevention, water conservation, 
environmental assessment, biofuels, and other sustainability issues 
of importance to the State of Illinois. The results of these projects 
provide valuable information to the scientific and regulatory com-
munities and assist Illinois decision-makers in their efforts to develop 
sound environmental, energy, and economic policies. 

Researchers from Loyola University, Chicago; Center for Neighbor-
hood Technology, Chicago; Departments of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Sciences, Agriculture and Biological Engineering, 
and Chemistry at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; 
Illinois Natural History Survey; and ISTC are currently working on 
projects funded through this program.

sustainable electronics Initiative Draws International attention 
to u of I campus 
In its second year, the Sustainable Electronics Initiative (SEI) hosted its 
first symposium, “Electronics & Sustainability: Design for Energy and 
Environment” in February 2010. Speakers included representatives 
from Wal-Mart, Dell, ReCellular, Motorola, and the Green Electron-
ics Council; Illinois policymakers; and faculty and graduate students 
from the University of Illinois and other academic institutions. Every 
stage of the electronics life cycle was represented by participants, pro-
viding opportunities for a wide range of collaboration and discussion. 

Bottom from left: this bioswale in Chicago is being studied in the Storm-
water Best Management practices project; Research chemist Wei Zheng 
works with plants growing in biochar-amended soil; the Chicago area 
stormwater project evaluates rain gardens with native plants and regular 
turfgrass; IStC researchers compared radishes grown in soil with and 
without the addition of biochar; Students compete in SeI’s International 
Sustainable e-Waste Design Competition.

The e-waste (waste electronics of all types) issue not only affects Illi-
nois communities but also is important on a national and global scale. 
A second symposium is being planned for March 2011.

The educational component of SEI was expanded with ISTC’s first 
faculty affiliate, Department of Industrial Design Professor Wil-
liam Bullock, who once again taught a class on e-waste issues. This 
popular class drew approximately 100 students. The e-waste design 
competition associated with this class became an international event 
this year. Applicants were asked to create appealing, useful products 
from e-waste and submit videos of their entries online. Entries were 
received from multidisciplinary teams of approximately 200 col-
lege students and recent graduates from Australia, Canada, Cyprus, 
South Korea, and Turkey, and jurors included design industry lead-
ers, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency staff, and electronics 
manufacturers and retailers. Approximately $20,000 was awarded 
in tuition support and prize money from industry sponsors to win-
ning teams. Extensive media coverage of the competition included 
an interview with Discovery News for a second-place University of 
Illinois team that created an algae cultivation reservoir for use in bio-
fuel production.

Professor Bullock also taught a sustainable product development 
course through his Design for Energy and Environment (DEE) Lab 
located at ISTC. Multidisciplinary teams of research faculty and 50 
students from design, engineering, and marketing addressed leading-
edge challenges. SEI corporate members have priority for sponsored 
research through the DEE Lab, which focuses on sustainable, energy-
efficient products and product systems.
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collectIons, Data, lIbrarIes, anD MaPs

collections
The Institute’s physical collections, many of which are mandated 
under Illinois statute, are an irreplaceable resource to the citizens 
of Illinois. Integral to the original concept of the Scientific Survey, 
they continue to provide a foundation for basic and applied research 
as well as economic development in Illinois. Overall, more than 400 
researchers directly accessed the INRS collections in FY2010, and 
thousands more accessed the collections through online catalogues, 
public exhibits, tours, or loans. 

The Illinois Natural History Survey’s biological collections–over 
9.4 million specimens–rank among the world’s largest, and are the 
most complete documentation anywhere of the flora and fauna of 
Illinois. Large biological collections provide baseline data for inven-
torying species, recognizing and protecting natural areas, restoring 
disturbed ecosystems, recognizing and controlling exotic species, 
and identifying organisms. The collection is fully indexed in a public 
online database and includes: 

7,000,000 Insects – 9th largest collection in North America

875,000 Plants and fungi – 13th largest in North America

850,000 Fish – 15th largest in North America

327,000 Annelids – the only large collection of Illinois material

120,000 Mollusks – 15th largest in North America

120,000 Amphibians and reptiles – 9th largest in North America

85,000 Crustaceans – 15th largest in North America

In FY2010, 102,417 specimens were added to the INHS collections, 
and nearly 33,000 specimens were loaned to researchers around the 
world.

The Illinois State Archaeological Survey curates a collection of 
1,500,000 specimens and artifacts, which represent one of the finest 
regional data sets in the Eastern Woodlands region of North America. 
ISAS houses some 18,000 boxes of artifacts, and is growing each year 
by about 800 new boxes from about 250 cultural resource management 
projects. In FY2010, there were 9 accessions totaling 22 boxes. 

The ISAS collections are available to qualified individuals for study, 
exhibit, teaching, public interpretation, religious use, scientific 

analysis, and scholarly research; outloans are made only for the 
purpose of exhibits. In FY2010, some 5,500 boxes of artifacts were 
moved from substandard warehouse conditions to secure, climate-
controlled space. 

The Illinois State Geological Survey has one of the nation’s largest 
collections of geologic core samples, growing larger every year. The 
Geologic Samples Library contains 70,000 well cuttings and 15,000 
drill cores that combined span more than 3.5 million vertical feet of 
the Illinois subsurface. ISGS drilling rigs add over 15,000 feet of new 
core annually in support of geologic and groundwater research and 
service. The ISGS is also home to the Albert V. Carozzi Petrological 
Collection. ISGS paleontological collections numbering more than 
150,000 specimens in over 200 individual collections date to the 1850s 
and contain many “type specimens” on which fossil species were orig-
inally defined. The collections also include 79 drawers of microfossils. 
In FY2010, collections staff are creating a thin section file, cataloging 
over 1,000 slides to date, with hundreds more in process.

records and Data
The Illinois Natural History Survey manages a variety of ecosystem, 
habitat, and species monitoring programs compiling time-series 
data spanning many years, many of which are available on the Web. 
These include the Critical Trends Assessment Program, Long-Term 
Resource Monitoring Program, Cooperative Agricultural Pest Sur-
veys, land cover data, hunter harvest reports, waterfowl inventories, 
and creel surveys. Biological collections databases provide records of 
species geographic distribution over time, and the Species File data-
bases track species taxonomic information.

ISAS is the only institution to host archaeological databases online 
in Illinois. The Cultural Resource Management Report database 
represents a comprehensive effort to make available all unpublished 
reports deposited at the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency since 

opposite, clockwise from top-left: the fossil collection at ISGS dates back 
to the 1800s; the natural History Survey’s insect collection is the 9th largest 
in North America; ISAS artifacts include this bear effigy vessel; A surface 
relief map of tazewell County is revealed in detail with liDAR technology.

The Scientific Surveys collect and manage natural and cultural resource 
specimens and samples, and produce and collect information, maps, 
and data. Assembled over the span of more than 15 decades, these 
irreplaceable collections and data continue to inform research, economic 
development, resource management, and conservation across the state 
and beyond.
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1990; currently, there are over 18,000 reports with several hundred 
added each year. This repository for all records relating to cultural 
resource management performed by the Illinois Department of 
Transportation since 1956 is accessible to qualified researchers. The 
Illinois Burial Survey, also available to qualified researchers, contains 
information on more than 3,000 previously recorded burial mounds, 
cemeteries, or grave sites that are not registered with the state. Addi-
tionally, ISAS hosts the award-winning Project Notification System, 
which automatically notifies up to 23 separate Indian tribes of fed-
erally funded projects to be undertaken in Illinois. ISAS records 
also include the Cahokia Archaeological Artifacts database and the 
Illinois Historic Bridges database, both of which have unrestricted 
public access.

The Illinois State Geological Survey is the official state repository for 
drilling permits, logs, and geologic information from oil, natural gas, 
and water wells. These records, assembled over 100 years, include 
more than 580,000 wells. They are used by geologists, engineers, 
the oil and gas industry, and water well drillers, and can be accessed 
online or in person. The Geological Records Unit received 245 visits 
in FY2010. 

The Illinois State Water Survey collects and manages comprehensive 
climate and weather data over the period of record in Illinois, water 
quality and quantity data, well records, stream flows, and sediment 
surveys, and is the official depository for all data compiled under 
the National Atmospheric Deposition Program, which includes the 
National Trends Network, the Atmospheric Integrated Research 
Monitoring Network, the Mercury Deposition Network, and the 
Atmospheric Mercury Network.

Specific databases and websites include the State Climatologist’s web-
site, home to a vast array of weather and climate records and data, 
the Domestic Wells Database, Illinois Water Inventory Program, 
Watershed Monitoring Data, Water and Atmospheric Resources 
Monitoring, soil temperatures, a crop degree calculator and degree-
day accumulations for crops and pests, the Illinois Climate Network, 
and the Nitrogen Cycles Project. In addition, the Midwest Regional 
Climate Center’s Applied Climate System is an online climate data 
and information system that allows users to custom-tailor a wide 
variety of climate and information products at different spatial and 
time scales for decision support.

The Illinois Sustainable Technology Center hosts the website for the 
Great Lakes Pollution Prevention Roundtable, a consortium of eight 
regional information centers. The website was visited over 60,000 
times in FY2010 and provides detailed, practical information, orga-
nized by industrial sector and by topic. The site has a blog, a help 
desk, and a variety of listservs covering environmental topics for 
state, regional, national, and international subscribers.

ISTC also hosts the Printers’ National Environmental Assistance 
Center, which offers online and direct technical and compliance 
assistance to printers. The site is heavily utilized by the printing 
industry, drawing over 180,000 visits in FY2010.

 

Inrs libraries
The INRS libraries contain over 165,000 volumes, plus large map and 
image collections, including the historical output of the Illinois State 
Scientific Surveys. The combined topical strengths of the collections 
are natural resources of all types, earth and environmental sciences, 
environmental protection, natural history, and ecology, with con-
siderable Illinois-specific content. Our librarians assist INRS staff, 
U of I faculty, staff, students, and the general public. They create 
online research guides and bibliographies to expose collections and 
highlight INRS research. 

INRS has begun the process of consolidating INRS library collec-
tions and services by adding the book collections of the Illinois 
Sustainable Technology Center and Illinois State Water Survey to the 
University Library catalog, where they are readily available to bor-
rowers statewide.

Maps and geospatial Information
The Institute produces and maintains a vast library of maps focused 
on Illinois, covering a comprehensive range of resource topics at vari-
ous scales. 

The ISGS hosts the Illinois Natural Resources Geospatial Data Clear-
inghouse, a website that provides free public access to terabytes of 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data that were collected, 
compiled, and contributed from the Scientific Surveys and external 
sources. The Clearinghouse hosts GIS data sets and documentation 
(metadata) for ArcIMS Interactive Map Services, USGS digital topo-
graphic maps, aerial photography, orthoimagery, orthophotography, 
geology, land use, natural resources, and infrastructure. Illinois data 
sets and map data layers are available for downloading free of charge.

ISGS constructs high resolution, three-dimensional computer models 
and maps of the subsurface, which are then used to locate and delin-
eate aquifer capacity, recharge areas, natural hazards, and aggregate 
and mineral resources. The new Earth Systems Visualization Labora-
tory and associated software has significantly advanced this effort and 
is being used in conjunction with data collections to select and develop 
carbon sequestration sites.

In addition, ISGS continues to acquire and compile LiDAR maps 
of Illinois. These maps offer detailed coverage of surface elevation, 
with accurate resolutions of 2 feet or less. LiDAR maps are leading to 
breakthroughs in understanding our landscape, affecting everything 
from floodplain mapping to highway engineering.

The ISWS’s Midwestern Regional Climate Center provides automati-
cally updated maps of temperature, precipitation, soil moisture, and 
other climate parameters, providing near real-time assessment of 
the climate of the Midwest. It is able to respond quickly to requests 
for specialized products and information relevant to various sectors, 
including agribusiness, energy, risk management, health, transporta-
tion, and water resources. 

Finally, the Institute’s ESRI Development Center trained 87 students 
in FY2010 in the use of GIS software, co-hosted the first GIS fair at 
the University of Illinois, supported research projects, and supported 
staff participation in numerous conferences.
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PublIcatIons

examples of peer-reviewed works published by 
the Institute during the 2010 fiscal year.  
Complete lists of Institute publications may be 
found on the INRS Division websites.
Demissie, M., e. Bekele, Y. lian, and l. Keefer. 2010. 
Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling for Evaluating 
Alternatives for Managed Connection of the Upper 
and Lower Cache Rivers. Illinois State Water Survey 
Contract Report 2010-06. 131 pp.

Korose, C. p., A. G. louchios, and S. D. elrick. 2009. 
The Proximity of Underground Mines to Urban and 
Developed Lands in Illinois. Illinois State Geological 
Survey Circular no. 575. 92 pp.

Strege, J. R. 2010. Low-Temperature Diesel Additives 
from Extracted Oil. Illinois Sustainable technology 
Center technical Report no. tR-041. 34 pp.

taylor, C. A., J. B. taft, and C. e. Warwick. 2009. 
Canaries in the Catbird Seat: The Past, Present, 
and Future of Biological Resources in a Changing 
Environment. Illinois natural History Survey Special 
publication no. 30. 306 pp.

examples of outside publications by Inrs staff.  
Complete lists of external publications by INRS 
authors may be found on the INRS Division websites.
Angel, J. R., and K. e. Kunkel. 2010. the response of 
Great lakes water levels to future climate scenarios 
with an emphasis on lake Michigan-Huron. Journal of 
Great Lakes Research 36(Supplement 2): 51–58.

emerson, t. e., D. l. Mcelrath, and A. C. Fortier [eds.]. 
2009. Archaic societies: Diversity and complexity 
across the midcontinent. Albany, n.Y: State university 
of new York press, 867 pp. 

Favret, C., K. S. Cummings, R. J. McGinley, e. J. Heske, 
K. p. Johnson, C. A. phillips, l. R. phillippe, M. e. 
Retzer, C. A. Taylor, and M. J. Wetzel. 2007. Profiling 
natural history collections: A method for quantitative 
and comparative health assessment. Collection Forum 
22(1-2): 53–65. 

Hill, W. R., M. G. Ryon, J. G. Smith, S. M. Adams, 
H. l. Boston, and A. J. Stewart. 2010. the role of 
periphyton in mediating the effects of pollution in a 
stream ecosystem. Environmental Management 45(3): 
563–576. 

Kelly, W. R., S. V. panno, K. C. Hackley, H. Hwang, A. 
t. Martinsek, and M. Markus. 2010. using chloride 
and other ions to trace sewage and road salt in the 
Illinois Waterway. Applied Geochemistry 25(5): 
661–673.

Koike, S., R. I. Aminov, A. C. Yannarel, H. D. Ganz, 
I. G. Krapac, J. C. Chee-Sanford, and R. I. Mackie. 
2009. Molecular ecology of macrolide-lincosamide-
streptogramin B methylases in waste lagoons and 
subsurface waters associated with swine production. 
Microbial Ecology 59(3): 487–498. 

lankau, R. A., V. nuzzo, G. Spyreas, and A. S. Davis. 
2009. evolutionary limits ameliorate the negative 
impact of an invasive plant. Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of 
America 106(36): 15362–15367. 

leetaru, H. e., and J. H. McBride. 2009. Reservoir 
uncertainty, precambrian topography, and carbon 
sequestration in the Mt. Simon Sandstone, Illinois 
Basin. Environmental Geosciences 16(4): 235–243.

levengood, J. M., and D. J. Schaeffer. 2010. 
Comparison of PCB congener profiles in the embryos 
and principal prey of a breeding colony of black-
crowned night-herons. Journal of Great Lakes 
Research 36(3): 548–553.

lin, J., D. J. Wuebbles, H. Huang, Z. tao, M. Caughey, 
X. liang, J. Zhu, and t. Holloway. 2010. potential 
effects of climate and emissions changes on surface 
ozone in the Chicago area. Journal of Great Lakes 
Research 36(Sup. 2): 59–64.

Markus, M., M. I. Hejazi, p. Bajcsy, o. Giustolisi, and 
D. A. Savic. 2010. prediction of weekly nitrate-n 
fluctuations in a small agricultural watershed in 
Illinois. Journal of Hydroinformatics 12(3): 251–261.

Matthews, J. W., G. Spyreas, and A. G. endress. 2009. 
trajectories of vegetation-based indicators used 
to assess wetland restoration progress. Ecological 
Applications 19(8): 2093–2107.

Merritt, J. F. 2009. The biology of small mammals. 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins university press. 368 pp.

o’neal, B. J., J. D. Stafford, and R. p. larkin. 2010. 
Waterfowl on weather radar: Applying ground-truth 
to classify and quantify bird movements. Journal of 
Field Ornithology 81(1): 71–82.

prestbo, e. M., and D. A. Gay. 2009. Wet deposition of 
mercury in the u.S. and Canada, 1996-2005: Results 
and analysis of the nADp Mercury Deposition 
network (MDn). Atmospheric Environment 43(27): 
4223–4233.

Ruiz Diaz, D. A., R. G. Darmody, J. C. Marlin, G. A. 
Bollero, and F. W. Simmons. 2009. trace metal 
bioaccumulation and plant growth on dredged river 
sediments and biosolids mixtures. Water Air and Soil 
Pollution 206(1-4): 321–333.

Sass, G. G., t. R. Cook, K. S. Irons, M. A. McClelland, 
n. n. Michaels, t. M. o’Hara, and M. R. Stroub. 2009. 
A mark-recapture population estimate for invasive 
silver carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix) in the la 
Grange Reach, Illinois River. Biological Invasions 12(3): 
433–436.

Shah, S. n., B. K. Sharma, S. Z. erhan, and B. R. 
Moser. 2010. preparation and evaluation of jojoba oil 
methyl ester as biodiesel and as blend components in 
ultra low sulfur diesel fuel. BioEnergy Research 3(2): 
214–223. 

Spencer, J. l., and S. Raghu. 2009. Refuge or 
reservoir? the potential impacts of the biofuel crop 
Miscanthus x giganteus on a major pest of maize. 
PLOS One 4(12): e8336.

Spyreas, G., B. W. Wilm, A. e. plocher, D. M. Ketzner, 
J. W. Matthews, J. l. ellis, and e. J. Heske. 2010. 
Biological consequences of invasion by reed canary 
grass (Phalaris arundinacea). Biological Invasions 
12(5): 1253–1267.

Wang, H., S. H. Ambrose, K. M. Hedman, and t. e. 
emerson. 2010. AMS 14C dating of human bones using 
sequential pyrolysis and combustion of collagen. 
Radiocarbon 52(1): 157–163.

Westcott, n. e., and D.A.R. Kristovich. 2009. A 
climatology and case study of continental cold 
season dense fog associated with low clouds. Journal 
of Applied Meteorology and Climatology 48(11): 
2201–2214. 

Whelan, C. J., D. G. Wenny, and R. J. Marquis. 2010. 
policy implications of ecosystem services provided 
by birds. Synesis: A Journal of Science, Technology, 
Ethics, and Policy 1(1): 11–20. 

Ye, M., p. D. Meyer, Y. lin, and S. p. neuman. 2010. 
Quantification of model uncertainty in environmental 
modeling. Stochastic Environmental Research and 
Risk Assessment 24(6): 807–808.

Much of the Institute’s work is conducted in 
partnership with public and private-sector 
clients. Research findings are conveyed in 
written reports to the various groups that 
contract for our services; more than 750 
such reports were delivered this fiscal year. 
In addition, Institute scientists actively 
publish and present their work in outside 
venues, contributing to the advancement of 

knowledge in their respective disciplines. 
In FY2010, Institute researchers published 
208 journal articles, 2 books, 32 book 
chapters, and 23 magazine articles, and 
delivered 127 presentations at regional, 
national, and international conferences. 
Also in FY2010, the Institute’s in-house 
publication programs published 26 peer-
reviewed monographs, reports, and maps, 

and 31  reports, educational materials, and 
fact sheets intended for industry, educators, 
and the public. More than 1,200 documents 
of all types have been added to the Univer-
sity of Illinois online institutional repository, 
IDEALS, and a total of 46,981 document 
downloads were reported from Institute col-
lections in IDEALS during FY2010.
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exPenDItures: fIscal years 2008 through 2010
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FY08 FY09 FY10
dollars in millions

FY10

FY08
$33,587,533 All other

$17,393,982 State

FY09
$40,236,123 All other

$16,133,266 State

$52,268,109 All other

$15,527,624 State

The Institute’s budget consists of state appropriations from the Gen-
eral Revenue Fund (GRF) and three special state funds, numerous 
grants and contracts, donations, and income derived from services 
such as laboratory analysis and publication sales. Two state agen-
cies, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources and the Illinois 
Department of Transportation, accounted for almost 30 percent of 
FY2010 total grant and contract funding. ISAS joined INRS in Feb-
ruary 2010, and its FY2010 expenditures are reported for February 
through June 2010. ISAS was 4 percent of the total INRS grant and 
contract expenditures in FY2010. Total expenditures were nearly $51 
million in FY2008, more than $56 million in FY2009, and nearly $68 
million in FY2010. A list of major grant and contract funders is pro-
vided on the following page.

Since FY2008, state expenditures have declined almost 11 percent, or 
about $1.4 million. Much of this was due to the reduction in appropri-
ations that occurred in FY2009 when the Institute transitioned from 
state government. The FY2010 GRF expenditure decrease is due to 
the University-mandated furlough and cash conservation programs. 
Over these three fiscal years, total annual grant and contract expen-
ditures have increased by almost $19 million, or 67 percent. Without 
the addition of ISAS, the increase is about $17 million or 60 percent. 
Federal funding brought to Illinois has grown each year, increasing 
from $9.7 million in FY2008 to over $24 million in FY2010, which is 
a gain of 148 percent. Federal funding now exceeds state appropria-
tions by about $8 million. In FY2008, for every GRF dollar expended, 
the Institute brought in an additional $1.71 in grant and contract 
funding. That ratio increased to $2.28 in FY2009 and $3.16 in FY2010.
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Major Project sPonsors

Allin township Water Authority

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

Archer Daniels Midland Company

Bay and paul Foundations

Big thicket Association

Brookfield Zoo

Canadian national Railway Company

Chicago Clean energy, llC

City of la Salle, Illinois

City of Mendota, Illinois

Colorado State university

Commonwealth edison

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
organisation

Danvers township Water Authority

Discover life in America

Dupage County, Illinois

electric power Research Institute

engineering enterprises, Inc.

environmental Systems Research Institute (eSRI)

exelon Corporation

Federal emergency Management Agency

Fisheries Conservation Foundation

Fox River Study Group, Inc.

Gaylord & Dorothy Donnelley Foundation

Geoscience BC

Grand Victoria Foundation

Great lakes Fishery Commission

Hancock County, Illinois

Henderson County, Illinois

Howard university

Hudson River Foundation

Illinois American Water Company

Illinois Association of Conservation & Forest 
preserve Districts

Illinois Central Management Services

Illinois Clean Coal Institute

Illinois Clean energy Community Foundation

Illinois Corn Growers Association

Illinois Crop Improvement Association

Illinois Department of Agriculture

Illinois Department of Commerce & economic 
opportunity

Illinois Department of Corrections

Illinois Department of Military Affairs

Illinois Department of natural Resources

Illinois Department of transportation

Illinois environmental protection Agency

Illinois Mine Subsidence Insurance Fund

Illinois petroleum Resources Board

Illinois State library

Illinois State Museum

Illinois State toll Highway Authority

Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant

Kane County Forest preserve District

Kentucky State nature preserves Commission

Kimberly-Clark

lake County Forest preserves

lake County, Illinois

Mackinaw Valley Water Authority

McHenry County, Illinois

Mercer County, Illinois

national endowment for the Humanities

national oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration

national Science Foundation

national Sea Grant

nebraska Game and parks Commission

new York State Museum Institute

north Carolina State university

northern prairies land trust

oregon Sea Grant

pike County, Illinois

prairie Rivers network

Schlumberger limited

State university of new York

texas tech university

the nature Conservancy

united States Army Corps of engineers

united States Army engineer Research & 
Development Center

united States Department of Agriculture

united States Department of energy

united States environmental protection Agency

united States Fish and Wildlife Service

united States Geological Survey

university of Georgia

university of Illinois

university of Kansas

university of Mississippi

university of South Carolina

uRS Group, Inc.

utah Division of Wildlife Resources

ut-Battelle, llC

Virginia polytechnic Institute and State university

2010 naturally Illinois expo Donors

Diamond level 
Raimonde Drilling Corporation 

gold level 
I Hotel and Convention Center  
Schlumberger Carbon Services

silver level 
Christopher B. Burke engineering, ltd. 
east Central Illinois Section of the American  
     Chemical Society  
Illinois Coal Association  
Illinois Mine Subsidence Insurance Fund  
Shaw environmental and Infrastructure Group 

bronze level 
AeCoM  
Henry Barkhausen 
Cynthia A. Briedis 
Casper Stolle Quarry Company 
Clark Dietz, Inc. 
Deep Rock energy Corporation 
Grosch Irrigation Company 
David Hutgren 
Kevin W. Reimer Consulting 
lincoln orbit earth Science Society 
national Atmospheric Deposition program 
paragon oil Company, Inc. 
paul potter 
practical environmental Consultants, Inc. 
Stephan and Betty Roberts 
Stewart producers, Inc. 
taylorville energy Center 
tuscola economic Development, Inc. 
tuscola Stone Company 

friends 
Michael Ander 
Chicago ornithological Society 
lorin and Janet nevling
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aWarDs anD honors

Isas/IDot tribal notification system 
exemplary Human environment Initiatives and  
     exemplary ecosystem Initiatives Award,  
     process Improvements 
Federal Highway Administration

adam ahlers, Inhs  
Richard Daniels Scholarship (2009 and 2010) 
Illinois trappers’ Association

laura l. barnes, Istc 
Director  
Illinois library Association executive Board

sheena beaverson, Isgs  
Board of Directors  
Illinois GIS Association 

brenda beck, Isas 
Service to the organization Award 
Illinois Association for Advancement  
     of Archaeology

kevin cummings, Inhs  
new species of fossil freshwater mussel from  
     uganda named in his honor - pteromutela  
     cummingsi 

corey Deboom and David Wahl, Inhs  
2009 Best paper Award  
Illinois Chapter American Fisheries Society 

edward DeWalt, Inhs  
president, 2009-2011 
Illinois State Academy of Science

Michael Douglas, Inhs  
president-elect  
American Society of Ichthyologists  
     and Herpetologists

stephen havera, Inhs  
professional Award of Merit  
north Central Section of the Wildlife Society

ed heske, Inhs  
professional Award of Merit 
Illinois Chapter of the Wildlife Society

president-elect  
American Society of Mammologists 

tom holm, IsWs 
Chairman, Joint task Groups on nitrate and  
     nitrogen, Standard Methods for the     
     examination of Water and Wastewater 
American Water Works Association, the Water  
     environment Federation, and the American  
     public Health Association

gail kampmeier, Inhs  
north American Regional Secretary  
Biodiversity Information Standards 

yevgeniy kontar, Isgs 
executive Member  
American Geophysical union Fellows Committee 

Mathys Meyer, Inhs 
Macleod/Dupont Award for outstanding     
     teaching by a Graduate Student 
university of Illinois

David Morse, Isgs 
Best paper Award, Division of environmental  
     Geology 
eastern Section of the American Association  
     of petroleum Geologists

David nolan and steve kuehn, Isas 
Awarded permanent Fund Grants for Archaeology 
Illinois Association for Advancement  
     of Archaeology

alison Price, Inhs  
Best professional paper  
Illinois Chapter of the American Fisheries Society 

Danielle ruffatto, Inhs  
Best Student oral presentation-Botanical Division  
Illinois State Academy of Science

greg sass, Inhs  
president  
Mississippi River Research Consortium

b. k. sharma, Istc 
Chair, environmentally Friendly Fluids technical  
     Committee 
Vice-Chair, lubrication Fundamentals technical  
     Committee 
Society of tribologists and lubricant engineers

leellen solter, Inhs  
president, 2010-2012 
Society for Invertebrate pathology

christopher stohr, Isgs  
Fulbright Senior Specialist  
u.S. Department of State

jeremy tiemann, Inhs  
Young professional Mentoring program Award 
American Fisheries Society 

president  
Illinois Chapter of the American Fisheries Society

Matthew Vanlandeghem, cory suski, and David 
Wahl, Inhs  
2009 Skinner Memorial Award  
American Fisheries Society

Doug Walker, IsWs 
Science and technology policy Fellowship 
American Association for the Advancement  
     of Science

Daniel Webb and Mike Machesky, IsWs  
national event Supervisor, environmental          
     Chemistry event 
national Science olympiad

Pius Weibel, Isgs  
president  
Great lakes Section of the Society  
     for Sedimentary Geology

2009 goVernor’s sustaInabIlIty  
aWarD WInners 
Presented by Illinois sustainable technology center 

Ace Hardware paint Division, Chicago Heights
Ace Hardware paint Division, Matteson
Allied Waste Services, Chicago
AMFoteK, tinley park
Ball Corporation, Danville
Central Can Company, Chicago
Comed, oakbrook terrace
General electric Healthcare Information  
     technology, Barrington
Guardian West, urbana
Jesse Brown VA Medical Center, Chicago
Jet lithocolor, Inc., Downers Grove
Kankakee Community College, Kankakee
lions park elementary School, Mount prospect
McDonald’s Corporation, oak Brook
McHenry County Schools environmental     
     education program, Woodstock
MRC polymers, Inc., Chicago
Mueller Company, Decatur
original Smith printing, Bloomington
Rhodia, Inc., Blue Island
Vaughan and Bushnell Manufacturing  
     Company, Bushnell
Village of orland park, orland park
WCIA-Channel 3 news, Champaign

continuous Improvement award Winners

Abbott, Abbott park
Abbott, north Chicago
Ball Corporation, elgin
Caterpillar, Inc. engine Center, Mossville
Cintas, Romeoville
City of Chicago Department of Aviation–o’Hare  
     Modernization program, Chicago
Consolidated printing Company, Chicago
Continental tire north America, Mount Vernon 
electro-Motive Diesel, Inc., la Grange
Frigel north America, east Dundee
Harris Corporation–Broadcast Communications  
     Division, Quincy
Hitachi Metals Automotive Components uSA,  
     llC, effingham
Illinois Correctional Industries, Menard
navistar, Inc., Melrose park
noW Foods, Inc., Bloomingdale
portionpac Chemical Corporation, Chicago
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William W. shilts, PhD, executive Director 
(217) 333-5111 | shilts@illinois.edu

gary D. Miller, PhD, associate executive Director 
(217) 333-8942 | gdmiller@illinois.edu

elizabeth P. johnston, Mba, communications Director 
(217) 265-4680 | ljohnstn@illinois.edu

stephen M. Wald, MPP, assistant to the executive 
Director for advancement, Policy, and Diversity 
(217) 244-3796 | swald@illinois.edu

angie Wisehart, administrative assistant 
(217) 265-4677 | wisehart@illinois.edu

natural Resources Building
607 e. peabody Drive | Champaign, Il 61820
(217) 333-5111 | www.inrs.illinois.edu 

robert j. finley, PhD, Director 
Advanced energy technology Initiative 
Illinois State Geological Survey 
(217) 244-8389 | www.sequestration.org

contacts

ravishankar Iyer, chair 
Vice Chancellor for Research 
university of Illinois at urbana-Champaign
William shilts, Vice chair 
executive Director, Institute of natural  
     Resource Sustainability 
university of Illinois at urbana-Champaign
Ilesanmi adesida 
Dean, College of engineering 
university of Illinois at urbana-Champaign
craig bazzani 
Senior Advisor, university of Illinois Foundation 
urbana, Illinois
john ebinger 
professor emeritus, Department of Biological Sciences 
eastern Illinois university 
Charleston, Illinois
David gross 
Senior Geologist emeritus, Illinois State  
     Geological Survey 
Champaign, Illinois
gary hannig 
Secretary, Illinois Department of transportation 
Springfield, Illinois
robert hauser 
Dean, College of Agricultural, Consumer,  
     and environmental Sciences 
university of Illinois at urbana-Champaign

john rogner 
Assistant Director, Illinois Department of  
     natural Resources 
Springfield, Illinois

Douglas scott 
Director, Illinois environmental protection Agency 
Springfield, Illinois

leslie sgro 
Deputy Director, Illinois Department of  
     natural Resources 
Springfield, Illinois

gerald shea 
Shea, Rogal and Associates 
la Grange, Illinois

bonnie styles 
Director, Illinois State Museum 
Springfield, Illinois

robert Vickrey 
Director of Community Development 
peru, Illinois

P. kay Whitlock 
Vice president, Christopher B. Burke  
     engineering, ltd. 
Rosemont, Illinois

IllInoIs boarD of natural resource sustaInabIlIty

university of Illinois Board of trustees
|

university president
|

urbana Chancellor
|

Vice Chancellor for Research 
|

InRS executive Director

 InHS     ISAS     ISWS    IStC      ISGS          AetI

IBnRS

harris lewin 
Director, Institute for Genomic Biology 
university of Illinois at urbana-Champaign

suzanne Malec-Mckenna 
Commissioner, City of Chicago,  
     Department of environment 
Chicago, Illinois

brent Manning 
executive Director, Forest preserve District  
     of Dupage County 
Wheaton, Illinois

john Mead 
Director, Coal extraction and utilization  
     Research Center 
Southern Illinois university 
Carbondale, Illinois

Marc Miller 
Director, Illinois Department of natural Resources 
Springfield, Illinois

Warren ribley 
Director, Illinois Department of Commerce  
     and economic opportunity 
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